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Topic modeling in low-data regimes

Training corpora

Learn a topic model

Quickly adapt to a new corpus with a few documents 

Discover a group of new topics 



Motivation

Existing embedded topic models generally view the static word embeddings 

learned from source tasks as general knowledge that can be directly 

transferred to the target task with only a few documents.

Figure 1: Illustration of the advantage of embedded topic models over traditional topic models in low-resourced regimes.



Motivation

Word meanings inevitably 

change with different contexts.

Figure 2: An example of word sense variation caused by different contexts. The task 𝑖 is sampled from a corpus about

“hardware”, and the task 𝑗 is sampled from a corpus related to “autos”. By means of established dependency parsing

tools, we build a semantic graph for each task to capture syntactic dependencies between words in the context.

How to effectively adapt the 

word embedding to a new task? 



Context-guided embedding adaption 
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Figure 3: Overview of the proposed framework. The top branch establishes a standard neural topic

modeling pipeline, with the topic-word matrix derived according to the word embeddings’ probability

densities. The bottom branch creates a graph VAE to learn contextualized word embeddings, with a

Gaussian mixture prior imposed on the latent space to yield topic representations.

𝜷𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑉: per-topic distribution 

over the vocabulary terms

𝒛𝑣 ∈ ℝ𝐷×𝑉: word embeddings



Table 1: Performance comparison of different topic models on the per-holdout-word perplexity 

(5 and 10 documents in each task are considered).

• Our model yields the best predictive performances.

Per-holdout-word perplexity results



Figure 4: Performance comparison of six selected methods for topic diversity (top row) and topic

coherence (bottom row) on four datasets. The topics are adapted from each task with 10 documents.

Topic quality



Figure 5: Visualization of the adapted embedding space for (a) MAML-ETM, (b) Meta-SawETM, and (c) Meta-CETM (ours). The small grey

points represent word embeddings, and the large blue points denote topic embeddings for MAML-ETM, topic embedding means for Meta-

SawETM and Meta-CETM. The ellipse coverages display topic embedding covariances (note that MAML-ETM has not modeled topics as

distributions so the ellipse coverages are plotted approximately based on the top words. The example task is sampled from the corpus of sub-

topic “rec.sport.hockey” in 20Newsgroups dataset.

Topic visualizations

• Our model can adapt to the target task effectively.



Few-shot text classification results
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